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Summary 
In the present Dutch registration procedure and the EU procedure for inclusion of pesticides in 
a positive Community list of pesticide substances (“Annex1”; Directive 91/414) inverse 
modeling of water-sediment experiments is used to estimate degradation rates in both the 
water layer and the sediment. It is questionable whether water-sediment experiments are 
suitable for estimating the degradation half lives in the water layer and the sediment 
separately. This question will be tested using simulations with a model describing pesticide 
behaviour in a water layer and its underlying sediment. The method and results of this test will 
be described in a scientific publication (to be submitted in 2011). The intended method 
requires large numbers of model simulations and calibration runs. Manually operation of these 
processes is unworkable. Therefore a tool was developed to automate these processes. The 
functioning of this tool is described in this document. This means that this WOT work-
document does not give an answer to the research question but merely presents a tool 
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1 Introduction 
In the present Dutch registration procedure and the EU procedure for inclusion of pesticides in 
a positive Community list of pesticide substances (“Annex1”; Directive 91/414) inverse 
modeling of water-sediment experiments is used to estimate degradation rates in both the 
water layer and the sediment. However the original aim of a water-sediment experiment was to 
get a picture of the products formed for the pesticide and their persistence in water-sediment 
systems. Till now it is still unclear whether water-sediment experiments are suitable for 
estimating of the degradation half lives in the water layer and the sediment separately. This 
question will be tested using simulations with a model describing pesticide behaviour in a 
water layer and its underlying sediment, in order to exclude experimental errors and 
peculiarities (Adriaanse et al., 2002).  
 
Therefore two theoretical water-sediment experiments will be defined. For each theoretical 
experiment Monte Carlo simulations using the model, TOXSWA (Adriaanse, 1996, Beltman et 
al., 2006), will be done to generate hypothetical datasets using different combinations of 
values of the degradation half lives in water and sediment and the sorption coefficient. Per 
simulation concentrations in water and sediment at appropriate sampling times will be 
selected. These true concentrations will be replaced by random values of the concentration to 
take into account the uncertainty in the measurements observed in true water-sediment 
experiments. Per hypothetical dataset the degradation half lives will be optimized using the 
automatic calibration program PEST (Doherty, 2005) in combination with the model. Next the 
coefficient of variation of the degradation half lives in water and sediment will be determined 
per hypothetical dataset.  
 
Results of the uncertainty in DegT50 values estimated from water-sediment experiments will 
be presented in contour plots. The method and results of this test will be described in a 
scientific publication (to be submitted in 2010).  
 
The intended method briefly described above requires: 
i. large number of simulations with the model to generate the hypothetical datasets and  
ii. large number of calibration runs. 
 
Manually making input files and processing the results of both the simulations to generate the 
hypothetical datasets and the calibrations runs is unworkable. Therefore a tool was developed 
to automate the two processes described above. The functioning of this tool is described in 
Chapter 2 of this document. 
 
Furthermore a procedure was developed for using the tool on the Alterra gridcomputer 
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2 Description of the automatic procedure (DegT50 
tool) 
The tool was developed to automatically make input files and process output of (i) simulations 
with the model, TOXSWA, to generate the hypothetical datasets and (ii) calibration runs of 
water-sediments studies simulated with TOXSWA is a script in R. R is a language and 
environment for statistical computing and graphics (http://www.r-project.org/). 
 
The functioning of the R-script will be explained step by step. 
 
 
2.1 Working of the R-script Part_2.R; brief description 
For each pesticide property combination (n=400) and draw (n=25), two hypothetical datasets 
of water-sediment studies are generated, PEST input files are automatically generated, PEST 




2.2 Needed files and folder structure 
The used folder structure is depicted in Figure 1. 
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The file ‘Part_2.R’ contains the used R-script. 
The file ‘time.csv’ (Annex 1) specifies the sampling times of the measurements. 
Csv file: time.csv is read by the R-script. 
 
Other ‘input files’ are found in the folder templates/PEST (Figure 2). During the procedure the 
entire content of the folder template/PEST is copied to the folder work. Template PEST input 
file ‘Fit_TOXSWA.pst’ is adapted. i.e. values of for instance measurements are automatically 
written in this template files. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Content of the folder template/PEST 
 
All calculations are performed in the folder ‘work’ and results are written to the folder ‘results’. 
Folder ‘bin’ contains the executables:  
lognormal_WS_sediment.exe’ and ‘lognormal_WS_waterlayer.exe’.  
Folder ‘errors’ is not used. 
 
 
2.3 Data needed for the input files of PEST 
Data needed for the input file for the parameter estimation procedure using PEST are: 
• observations (hypothetical datasets; 2 in total) 
• initial values DegT50water and DegT50sediment 
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2.4 Data needed for making the two hypothetical datasets 
and calculation of the initial values of DegT50water and 
DegT50sediment  
Data needed for making the 2 hypothetical datasets are: 
• observations  
o pre described sampling times ? time.csv 
o error structure/relative errors ?  
..\templates\cv_wat.txt and ..\templates\cv_sed.txt 
o per pesticide property combination (n =400): true values ?  
? results\TOXSWA\water\run001.csv – run400.csv 
? results\TOXSWA\sediment\run001.csv – run400.csv (see Figure 3) 
 
Data needed for calculation of the initial values of DegT50water and DegT50sediment are: 
• per pesticide property combination (n = 400) and draw (n=25) the 2 hypothetical datasets 
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2.5 Actions needed for making the two hypothetical datasets 
and calculation of the initial value of DegT50water and 
DegT50 sediment  
2.5.1 Hypothetical datasets  
a. For each combination of pesticide properties (n=400; see data frame ‘key’ in Figure 5) get 
the true values on the pre described sampling times ? R-script (Figure 4) ? merge 
time.csv with results\TOXSWA\water\run001.csv – run400.csv ? result is data frame 
‘tmp1’ and  merge time.csv with results\TOXSWA\sediment\run001.csv – run400.csv ? 
result is data frame ‘tmp2’ (see Figure 6; note for loop over number of rows in data frame 
key = number of combinations of pesticide properties)  
 
b. Content of data frame ‘tmp1’ is written to the text file ‘inputwl.txt’ (Figure 4). Content of 
data frame ‘tmp2’ is written to the text file ‘inputsed.txt’ (Figure 4). 
 
c.  make 2 hypothetical data sets using data frames ‘tmp1’ and ‘tmp2’. 
i. Content of ‘tmp1’ was written to ‘inputwl.txt’ and ‘inputwl.txt’  is used as input file in the 
Fortran program ‘lognormal_WS_waterlayer.exe’ this program is called in the R-script 
and run (Figure 7a) 
ii. Content of ‘tmp2’ was written to ‘inputsed.txt’ and ‘inputsed.txt’  is used as input file in 
the Fortran program ‘lognormal_WS_sediment.exe’ this program is called in the R-script 
and run (Figure 7b) 
 
Fortran programs ‘lognormal_WS_waterlayer.exe’ and ‘lognormal_WS_sediment.exe’ creates 
hypothetical datasets by adding a random error to the ‘true values of the observations’ (See 
Annex 2 for the code of these programs).  The error is specified in the files ‘cv_wat.txt’ and 
‘cv_sed.txt’ (Figure 8). These files are initially located in the folder ‘templates’ but copied to the 
folder ‘work’ (see code in Figure 4). The Fortran programs ‘lognormal_WS_waterlayer.exe’ and 
‘lognormal_WS_sediment.exe’ are run in the folder ‘work’.  
 
The output of the Fortran program ‘lognormal_WS_waterlayer.exe’ is written to the data frame 
‘tmp3’  (Figure 9) and the output of the Fortran program ‘lognormal_WS_sediment.exe’ is 
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# copy all templates to work directory 
files <- list.files(path = "../templates", full.names = TRUE) 
file.copy(from = files, to = ".", overwrite = TRUE) 
 
tmp <- expand.grid( 
        dt50wl = 
c(1,500^(1/19),500^(2/19),500^(3/19),500^(4/19),500^(5/19),500^(6/19),500^(7/19),500^(8/19),500^(9/19),500^(10/19),500^(11/19),500^(12/19)
,500^(13/19),500^(14/19),500^(15/19),500^(16/19),500^(17/19),500^(18/19),500), 




key <- data.frame(filename = 1:nrow(tmp), tmp) 
. 
# read time of 'measurements' 
time <- read.csv(file = "../time.csv", as.is = TRUE) 
. 
# specificeer het aantal trekkingen op zo'n manier dat je ndraw entries krijgt 
Ndraws = 25 
. 
for(i in 1:nrow(key)){           
 
# bepalen van de hypothetical data set with the true concentrations 
#-------------waterlaag ----------------------------- 
# 1. mergen van uitvoer toxswa met time.csv 
    result1 <- read.csv(file = paste("../results/TOXSWA/waterlayer/", key$filename[i], sep = ""), as.is = TRUE) 
    tmp1 <- merge(x = time, y = result1, by = "t", all = FALSE) 
 
   # schrijf weg als invoerfile for lognormal fortranprogramma 
    write.table(x = tmp1, file = paste("inputwl.txt"), quote = FALSE, sep = "     ", row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE) 
 
   # schrijf weg voor archivering     
   filename3 <- paste("../results/hypothetical_observations/waterlayer/outputTOXSWA",run$filename[i], sep = "/") 
   write.table(x = tmp1, file = filename3, quote = FALSE, sep = "     ", row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE)  
 
  
Make  dataframe (key) with  400 combinations  of 
pesticide properties 
Loop over the number of rows in dataframe key = loop over number 
of  parametercombinations  ‐‐>  20*20  =  400  combinations  of 
DegT50water en DegT50sediment 
Copy the contents of folder ‘templates’ to folder ‘work’ 
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Figure 4.  Part of the R-scripts used to get the true values on the pre described sampling times. # in R-script code = comment rule 
 
 
# bepalen van de hypothetical data set with the true concentrations 
#------------sediment------------------------------------------ 
# 1. mergen van uitvoer toxswa met time.csv 
    result2 <- read.csv(file = paste("../results/TOXSWA/sediment/", key$filename[i], sep = ""), as.is = TRUE) 
    tmp2 <- merge(x = time, y = result2, by = "t", all = FALSE) 
 
   # schrijf weg als invoerfile for lognormal fortranprogramma 
    write.table(x = tmp2, file = paste("inputsed.txt"), quote = FALSE, sep = "     ", row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE) 
 
   # schrijf weg voor archivering 
   filename4 <- paste("../results/hypothetical_observations/sediment/outputTOXSWA",run$filename[i], sep = "/") 
   write.table(x = tmp2, file = filename4, quote = FALSE, sep = "     ", row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE)      
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Figure 5. Data frame ‘key’? contains the true values of the parameters to be fitted 
 
 

































Figure 6.  Data frames ’tmp1’ and ‘ tmp2’? contain the true values of concentration in water 
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# 2. LogNormal fortran programma aanroepen. inputwl.txt is invoer voor dit programma   
# output.txt is uitvoer van dit programma  
# Let op dit moet je 2x keer doen, omdat je 2 replicates setjes wil! Zie paper 
    # execute LogNormal_WS_waterlayer.exe 
    # let op de outputfile (output.txt) wordt naar de work directory geschreven.  
   system(command = "../bin/lognormal_WS_waterlayer.exe inputwl.txt", show.output.on.console = FALSE,invisible = FALSE) 
    
# lees de uitvoer van LogNormal.exe 
LogNormalOutput <- read.table(file = paste("outputwl.txt"), as.is = TRUE,  header = TRUE, sep = "", quote = "", dec = ".") 
 
# stop de uitvoer van LogNormal.exe in een dataframe tmp4 dat je later gebruikt om PEST invoer te maken 
   tmp3 <- data.frame( 
   t = LogNormalOutput$t, 
   ConcWlNew = LogNormalOutput$c_hyp.obs, 
   WwlNew = LogNormalOutput$weegfactor 
   ) 
    
# archiveer de uitvoer van LogNormal.exe 
   runnr <- paste("run",formatC(i,width =max(nchar(nrow(key))), flag = "0") , sep="") 
   dir.create(paste("../results/hypothetical_observations/waterlayer/outputLogNormal/",runnr,sep = ""))   
   dir =  paste("../results/hypothetical_observations/waterlayer/outputLogNormal/",runnr,sep = "")  
   tmp =  paste(ndraws$filenameNdraw[j],".txt",sep = "") 
   filename5 = paste(dir,tmp,sep = "/") 
   write.table(x = tmp3, file = filename5, append = FALSE, quote = FALSE, sep = "     ", row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE)  
    
Loop over the number of draws (25)
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Figure 7b.  Part of the R-scripts used to get a hypothetical dataset containing concentrations in the sediment. # in R-script code = comment rule 
 
 
Figure 8.  Content of files  ‘cv_wat.txt’ and ‘cv_sed.txt’
Code following the code given in Figure 7a, so inside the for loop over nrow(key)and Ndraws
#------------sediment------------------------------------------  
# 2. LogNormal fortran programma aanroepen. ../LogNormal/sediment/input.txt is invoer voor dit programma   
# ../LogNormal/sediment/output.txt is uitvoer van dit programma  
# Let op dit moet je 2x keer doen, omdat je 2 replicates setjes wil! Zie paper 
    # execute LogNormal_WS_sediment.exe 
    # let op de outputfile (output.txt) wordt naar de work directory geschreven. 
   system(command = "../bin/lognormal_WS_sediment.exe inputsed.txt", show.output.on.console = FALSE,invisible = FALSE) 
 
# lees de uitvoer van LogNormal.exe 
LogNormalOutput <- read.table(file = paste("outputsed.txt"), as.is = TRUE,  header = TRUE, sep = "", quote = "", dec = ".") 
 
# stop de uitvoer van LogNormal.exe in een dataframe tmp4 dat je later gebruikt om PEST invoer te maken 
   tmp4 <- data.frame( 
   t = LogNormalOutput$t, 
   ConcSedNew = LogNormalOutput$c_hyp.obs, 
   WsedNew = LogNormalOutput$weegfactor 
   ) 
    
# archiveer de uitvoer van LogNormal.exe  
   runnr <- paste("run",formatC(i,width =max(nchar(nrow(key))), flag = "0") , sep="") 
   dir.create(paste("../results/hypothetical_observations/sediment/outputLogNormal/",runnr,sep = ""))   
   dir =  paste("../results/hypothetical_observations/sediment/outputLogNormal/",runnr,sep = "")  
   tmp =  paste(ndraws$filenameNdraw[j],".txt",sep = "") 
   filename6 = paste(dir,tmp,sep = "/") 
      write.table(x = tmp4, file = filename6, append = FALSE, quote = FALSE, sep = "     ", row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE)  
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Figure 9. Output of the  Fortran programs ‘lognormal_WS_waterlayer.exe’ and 
‘lognormal_WS_sediment.exe’ (example of nrow(key) = 253 ?  DegT50water (true value) = 50.65 
and DegT50sediment (true value) = 50.65). 
 
Hypothetical  dataset  for  the  sediment
(concentrations in sediment). 
 




See Annex  2  for  code  Fortran program used  to 
generate this  dataset 
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2.5.2 Initial values DegT50water and DegT50sediment  
Initial values of DegT50water and DegT50sediment are needed per pesticide property combination 
(n = 400) and draw (n=25).  
 
a. ‘tmp3’ and ‘tmp4’  contain both 2 replicate datasets. First step (a. in Figure 10) is to make 
for each of the compartments (water, sediment) one dataset. This is done by  
i. i. making 4 separate data frames (2 for water and 2 for sediment, see Figure 11) and  
ii. calculating per sampling time the average of the concentrations on that sampling time 
(data frame: ‘hyp_dataset_avgConc’; see Figure 12). 
 
b. Determine the sampling time with the maximum concentration of the dataset (see Figure 
13 for result of running the code in the R-script for this item) from the dataset of the 
average concentration in the sediment (column ConcSedAvg in data frame 
‘hyp_dataset_avgConc’. 
 
c. Calculate the mass in water layer, sediment en total water-sediment system on sampling 
time t=100 days and the sampling time where the maximum sediment concentration is 
found (see Figure 14 for result). 
 
d. Calculate the total degradation rate (ktot) according:   
m= m0 e^(-ktot*t) and t = t100d - tb 
where tb =  breakpoint (time at which decline starts)     
 
Note that log in R is the natural logarithm (ln). 
 
e. The result is written to data frame ‘afbraaksnelheid’ (see Figure 15 for result). 
 
f. Archive data frame ‘afbraaksnelheid’ by writing its contents to a text file. 
 
g. Set for each value of k a set of starting values for fitting with TOXSWA-PEST. k = 3, so 3 
fits (each fit with a different set of starting values) are done per draw. ? 400 parameter 
combinations * 25 draws * 3 sets of starting values = 30 000 fits with TOXSWA-PEST. 
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Code following the code given in Figure 7b, so inside the for loop over nrow(key)and Ndraws 
#----------DT50 overall----------------------------------------     
#2. Berekenen van de overall DT50 uit de hypothetische dataset!!! 
#a. uit elkaar halen van de 2 replicate sets 
   repl <- data.frame( 
   n = c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16) 
   ) 
   repl_wl <- cbind(tmp3, repl) 
   repl_sed <- cbind(tmp4, repl) 
   set1 <- data.frame( 
      n = c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) 
   ) 
   set2 <- data.frame( 
      n = c(9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16) 
   ) 
   repl_wl_1 <- merge(x = repl_wl, y = set1, by = "n", all = FALSE) 
   repl_wl_2 <- merge(x = repl_wl, y = set2, by = "n", all = FALSE)    
   repl_sed_1 <- merge(x = repl_sed, y = set1, by = "n", all = FALSE) 
   repl_sed_2 <- merge(x = repl_sed, y = set2, by = "n", all = FALSE)   
#------------ replicate dataset with average concentrations -------------- 
   hyp_dataset_avgConc <- data.frame( 
      t = repl_wl_1$t, 
      ConcWl_avg = 0.5*(repl_wl_1$ConcWlNew + repl_wl_2$ConcWlNew), 
      ConcSed_avg = 0.5*(repl_sed_1$ConcSedNew + repl_sed_2$ConcSedNew) 
   ) 
#b. bepalen van tsedmax van hypothetische dataset met average concentrations (tijdstap 
waarop maxCsed) 
# replicate set 1 
   maxCsed <- data.frame( 
   t = 1, 
   ConcSed_avg = max(hyp_dataset_avgConc$ConcSed_avg) 
    ) 
   tmp5 <- merge(x = hyp_dataset_avgConc, y = maxCsed, by = "ConcSed_avg", all = FALSE) 
   t100 <- data.frame( 
      t = 100 
    ) 
   Ct100 <- merge(x = hyp_dataset_avgConc, y = t100, by = "t", all = FALSE) 
   tmp6a <- data.frame( 
      t = tmp5$t.x, 
      ConcSed_avg = tmp5$ConcSed_avg 
   ) 
# Let op! het komt voor dat je de max conc in het sediment niet uniek is. Kortom conc 
# in sed neemt niet meer af!. Dan heb je meerdere regels in tmp6a. Dat geeft problemen. 
# neem daarom de min. t uit tmp6. 
   minTtmp6 <- data.frame( 
   t = min(tmp6a$t) 
    ) 
   tmp6b <- (merge(x = tmp6a, y = minTtmp6, by = "t", all = FALSE)) 
   tmp7 <- merge(x=tmp6b, y=hyp_dataset_avgConc, by="t", all = FALSE) 
   Ctcsedmax <- data.frame( 
      t =tmp7$t, 
      ConcWl_avg=tmp7$ConcWl_avg, 
      ConcSed_avg=tmp7$ConcSed_avg.x 
   ) 
# c. berekenen van massa's in wl en sed op t =100 d en t= op moment max sediment conc.  
   Mt100 <- data.frame( 
      t = Ct100$t, 
      Mwl = (Ct100$ConcWl_avg*75000*0.000001), 
      Msed = (Ct100$ConcSed_avg*25000*0.000001), 
      Mtot = ((Ct100$ConcWl_avg*75000*0.000001)+(Ct100$ConcSed_avg*25000*0.000001)) 
      ) 
  Mtcsedmax <- data.frame( 
      t = Ctcsedmax$t, 
      Mwl = (Ctcsedmax$ConcWl_avg*75000*0.000001), 
      Msed = (Ctcsedmax$ConcSed_avg*25000*0.000001), 
      Mtot = ((Ctcsedmax$ConcWl_avg*75000*0.000001)+(Ctcsedmax$ConcSed_avg*25000*0.000001)) 
      ) 
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Figure 10.  Code in R-script for calculating the Degt50system to be used as initial value in the 
fitting procedure (initial value for DegT50water and DegT50sediment). 
 
 
# d. berekenen van ktot volgens m = m0 e^(-ktot*t) en t = t100d - tb 
# tb =  breakpoint (time at which decline starts)     
# let op log in R is de natuurlijke logaritme (ln)  
 if (Mt100$Mtot < Mtcsedmax$Mtot){ 
    ktot = (log(Mt100$Mtot/Mtcsedmax$Mtot))/-(Mt100$t-Mtcsedmax$t) 
    DT50overall = log(2)/ktot 
 }  
 if (Mt100$Mtot >= Mtcsedmax$Mtot){                              
    ktot = (log(Mt100$Mtot/Mtcsedmax$Mtot))/-(Mt100$t-Mtcsedmax$t) 
    DT50overall = 100.0                                     
 }           
 afbraaksnelheid <- data.frame( 
    t_Mtcsedmax = Mtcsedmax$t,  
    t_100d = Mt100$t, 
    mtot_tcsedmax = Mtcsedmax$Mtot, 
    mtot_t100d = Mt100$Mtot, 
    ktot = ktot, 
    DT50overall =DT50overall 
 ) 
 
# e. archiveren van dataset waarmee je de overall DT50 hebt bepaald 
   runnr <- paste("run",formatC(i,width =max(nchar(nrow(key))), flag = "0") , sep="") 
   dir.create(paste("../results/DT50overall/",runnr,sep = ""))   
   dir =  paste("../results/DT50overall/",runnr,sep = "")  
   tmp =  paste(ndraws$filenameNdraw[j],".txt",sep = "") 
   filename7 = paste(dir,tmp,sep = "/") 
   write.table(x = afbraaksnelheid, file = filename7, append = FALSE, quote = FALSE, sep = 
"     ", row.names = FALSE, col.names = TRUE)   
 
# f. loop over het aantal startwaarden combinaties ? per keer andere set startwaarden 
for (k in 1:3){ 
if (k==1){ 
   startcat=1 
   ini_dt50wl <- afbraaksnelheid$DT50overall 
   ini_dt50sed <- afbraaksnelheid$DT50overall 
   } 
if (k==2){ 
   startcat=2 
   ini_dt50wl <- 0.2*afbraaksnelheid$DT50overall 
   ini_dt50sed <- 5*afbraaksnelheid$DT50overall 
   } 
if (k==3){ 
   startcat=3 
   ini_dt50wl <- 5*afbraaksnelheid$DT50overall 
   ini_dt50sed <- 0.2*afbraaksnelheid$DT50overall 
   } 
# ini_dt50wl en ini_dt50sed mogen niet lager dan 0.l of hoger dan 1000 worden 
if (ini_dt50wl < 1) 
    ini_dt50wl <- 1 
if (ini_dt50sed < 1) 
    ini_dt50sed <- 1 
if (ini_dt50wl > 100) 
    ini_dt50wl <- 100 
if (ini_dt50sed > 100) 
    ini_dt50sed <- 100      
ktot becomes negative incase Mt100$Mtot >= 
Mtcsedmax$Mtot.  
In  that  case  DegT50system  (=DegT50overall) 
is set to 100 days 
Loop  over  the  number  of  sets  of  starting 
values used for fitting (n=3). So for each set of 
starting values one fit with TOXSWA‐PEST 
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Figure 12 Data frame containing per sampling time the average of the concentrations on that 
sampling time 
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Figure 13.  Result of determining the sampling time with the maximum concentration of the dataset 
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Figure 14.  Result of calculating mass in water layer, sediment en total water-sediment system on 





Figure 15.  Result of the calculation of the DegT50system/DegT50overall 
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2.5.3 Making the PEST input files 
Figure 10 (part f) shows the code in the R-script for setting the initial parameter values for the 
fitting procedure. Note that there are 3 sets of initial values. For each set in initial values (k = 
3) PEST input files are made and a TOXSWA-PEST run is started. 
 
Figure 16 shows the code in the R-script for reading/defining the template PEST input file and 
fill in values for all variables (initial parameter values, observations and weight factors) in the 
template PEST input file (FIT_TOXSWA.pst; see also Annex 3 for contents of this file). 
 
Figure 17 shows the result (list ‘pst’) of running the part of the code of the R-script shown in 
Figure 16.  Figure 18 shows the FIT_TOXSWA.pst file created by running the code in the R-
script shown in Figure 16. Values in the list ‘pst’ are automatically filled in the template file of 
FIT_TOXSWA.pst (see Annex 3 for the template file). All items between ‘<>’ in the template file 
of FIT_TOXSWA.pst are automatically replaced by the values given in the list ‘pst’. 
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Figure 16.  Code in R-script for reading/defining the template PEST input file and fill in values for all 
variables (initial parameter values, observations and weight factors) in the template PEST input file 
 
 
#--------Pest files aanpassen------------------- 
 
# copy all templates to directory work 
files <- list.files(path = "../templates/PEST", full.names = TRUE) 
file.copy(from = files, to = ".", overwrite = TRUE) 
 
# read template(s) 
Template_tpl <- readLines(con = "400000007.tpl") 
 
 
# aanpassen van de pst file 
# 1. initiele waarden DT50 aanpassen --> moet DT50overall worden. 
# omdat pars een list moet zijn (anders kan ik de functie writeInputFile niet gebruiken), 
definieer ik  
# de DT50wl en DT50sed apart; echter dezelfde waarde nl DT50overall wordt gebruikt  
# afspraak --> 4 significate cijfers; is meest makkelijk te bereiken via scientific notation 
en 3 digits 
# voorbeeld: 6.552e-02 --> 4 significate cijfers (R maakt er overigs nooit 0.655e-03 van) 
     pst <- list( 
         DT50wl = formatC(ini_dt50wl, format = "f"), 
         DT50sed = formatC(ini_dt50sed, format = "f"), 
         WwlNew1 = formatC(tmp3$WwlNew[1],digits=3, format = "e"),    
         WwlNew2 = formatC(tmp3$WwlNew[2],digits=3, format = "e"),  
         .  
         .  
         WwlNew15 = formatC(tmp3$WwlNew[15],digits=3, format = "e"),  
         WwlNew16 = formatC(tmp3$WwlNew[16],digits=3, format = "e"), 
         WsedNew1 = formatC(tmp4$WsedNew[1],digits=3, format = "e"), 
         WsedNew2 = formatC(tmp4$WsedNew[2],digits=3, format = "e"), 
         . 
         . 
         WsedNew15 = formatC(tmp4$WsedNew[15],digits=3, format = "e"), 
         WsedNew16 = formatC(tmp4$WsedNew[16],digits=3, format = "e"),  
         obs1 = formatC(tmp3$ConcWlNew[1],digits=3, format = "e"), 
         obs2 = formatC(tmp3$ConcWlNew[2],digits=3, format = "e"),          
         . 
         . 
         obs15 = formatC(tmp3$ConcWlNew[15],digits=3, format = "e"),          
         obs16 = formatC(tmp3$ConcWlNew[16],digits=3, format = "e"),           
         obs17 = formatC(tmp4$ConcSedNew[1],digits=3, format = "e"),   
         .     
         .   
         obs31 = formatC(tmp4$ConcSedNew[15],digits=3, format = "e"), 
         obs32 = formatC(tmp4$ConcSedNew[16],digits=3, format = "e")  
                  
    ) 
 
# read template(s) 
 
Template_pst <- readLines(con = "FIT_TOXSWA.pst") 
 
writeInputFile(pars = pst, template = Template_pst,  con = "FIT_TOXSWA.pst "), 
 
List  of  initial  parameter 
values  and  values  of 
observations  and  weight 
factors. 











Figure 17.  Result (list ‘pst’) of running the part of the code of the R-script shown in Figure 16 ?List 
of initial parameter values and values of observations and weight factors  
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Figure 18.  FIT_TOXSWA.pst created by running the code in the R-script shown in Figure 16. Values 
in the list ‘pst’ are automatically filled in template file of FIT_TOXSWA.pst (see Annex 3 for template 
file). 
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2.5.4 Running PEST 
Figure 19 shows the code in the R-script for running PEST. The command for running PEST is 
‘pest.exe FIT_TOXSWA.pst’. In case of running the R-script on the Alterra Grid PEST should be 
called by a batch file. 
 
 
Figure 19 Code in R-script for running PEST.  
 
 
2.5.5 Extracting the needed output from the PEST *.rec output file 
Figure 22 shows the code in the R-script for extracting needed information out of PEST output 
file FIT_TOXSWA.Rec. 
 
• FIT_TOXSWA.rec is given a name: recFile 
 recFile <- file("FIT_TOXSWA.rec", "r") 
 
• Content of FIT_TOXSWA.rec is read until the line: 
"                 value             lower limit       upper limit" 
 
• Next 5 lines are read (= a table) and put in data frame ‘dat’ (see Figure 20 and Figure 21 
dat <- read.table(file = recFile, as.is = TRUE,  header = FALSE, sep = "", quote = 
"", dec = ".", nrows = 5, row.names = 1) 
 
• Content of hypdat.rec is read until the line: 
” Objective function ----->” 
 
• Read an empty line  
dummy <- readLines(con = recFile, n = 1, ok = TRUE) 
 
• Read the line containing the value of the object function (phi) 
tmp <- read.table(file = recFile, as.is = TRUE,  header = FALSE, sep = "", quote = 
"",dec = ".", nrows = 1, row.names = 1) 
 
• Content of hypdat.rec is read until the line: 
” Eigenvalues ----->” 
 
• Read an empty line  
dummy <- readLines(con = recFile, n = 1, ok = TRUE) 
 
• Read the line containing the values of the eigen values 
tmpE <- read.table(file = recFile, as.is = FALSE, header = FALSE, sep = "", quote 
= "", dec = ".", nrows = 1) 
 
• Put all information (true, initial and fitted values of parameters, including 95% confidence 
interval, object function and eigen values of the fit) in a data frame and write the contents 
of the data frame to a csv file (see Figure 22 for code and Figures 23 and 24 for result). 
# PEST runnen 
# PEST runnen vanuit R gaat alleen als je in de batch file RunPest.bat 
# Letop ! show.output.on.console altijd op FALSE zetten, want anders werkt het 
niet! 
    
system(command = "runpest.bat", wait = TRUE, show.output.on.console = FALSE, 
invisible = FALSE) 
 
#  system(command = "pest.exe FIT_TOXSWA.pst", show.output.on.console = FALSE, 
invisible = TRUE) 
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Figure 20. 1. Data frame ‘dat’ containing op each parameter the fitted value (V2), lower boundary of the 95 percentile confidence interval (V3) and the upper 
boundary of the 95 percentile confidence interval (V4). 2. Data frame tmp containing the value of the object function (V9). 3. Data frame tmpE containing the 
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Figure 21A.  Part of the hypdat.rec (PEST output file). Note that the fitted values and the 95% 
confidence limits correspond with the values in Figure 20.  
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Figure 21B. Part of the FIT_TOXSWA.rec (PEST output file). Note that the value of the object 
function and the values of the eigen values correspond with the values in Figure 20.  
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Figure 22. Code in R-script for extracting needed information out of PEST output file 
FIT_TOXSWA.Rec 
# benodigde uitvoer uit FIT_TOXSWA.rec halen en wegschrijven naar een csv bestand  
recFile <- file("FIT_TOXSWA.rec", "r") 
# lees de *.rec file totaan de regel: "                 value             lower limit  
upper limit" 
TmpRead1 <- readLines.mvb( con=recFile,n=-1, ok=TRUE, EOF="                 value  
lower limit       upper limit") 
 
# lees rest van het bestand in (maar 2 regels: nrow = 2) 
dat <- read.table(file = recFile, as.is = TRUE,  header = FALSE, sep = "", quote = "", 
           dec = ".", nrows = 2, row.names = 1) 
 
# waarde object fuction uit *.rec halen 
# lees de *.rec file totaan de regel: "Objective function ----->" 
# lees daarna eerst een lege regel 
TmpRead2 <- readLines.mvb( con=recFile,n=-1, ok=TRUE, EOF="Objective function ----->") 
dummy <- readLines(con = recFile, n = 1, ok = TRUE) 
# lees de volgende regel met daar in de waarde van de object function 
tmp <- read.table(file = recFile, as.is = TRUE,  header = FALSE, sep = "", quote = "", 
           dec = ".", nrows = 1) 
 
TmpRead3 <- readLines.mvb( con=recFile,n=-1, ok=TRUE, EOF="Eigenvalues ----->") 
dummy <- readLines(con = recFile, n = 1, ok = TRUE) 
# lees de volgende regel met daar in de waarde van de eigenvalues 
tmpE <- read.table(file = recFile, as.is = FALSE, header = FALSE, sep = "", quote = "", 
           dec = ".", nrows = 1) 
            
close(recFile) # recfile sluiten want je hebt hem niet meer nodig 
 
runnr <- paste("run",formatC(i,width =max(nchar(nrow(key))), flag = "0") , sep="") 
drawnr <-  paste("draw",formatC(j,width =max(nchar(nrow(ndraws))), flag = "0") ,sep="")  
# stop de data in een dataframe 
   recResult <- data.frame( 
        nrun= runnr, 
        ndraws = drawnr, 
        startcat=startcat, 
        true_dt50wl = key$dt50wl[i],  
        ini_dt50wl = formatC(ini_dt50wl, format = "f"), 
        fitted_dt50wl = dat[1,1], 
        lower_limit_dt50wl = dat[1,2], 
        upper_limit_dt50wl = dat[1,3], 
        true_dt50sed = key$dt50sed[i],         
        ini_dt50sed = formatC(ini_dt50sed, format = "f"), 
        fitted_dt50sed = dat[2,1], 
        lower_limit_dt50sed = dat[2,2], 
        upper_limit_dt50sed = dat[2,3], 
        object_function = tmp$V9, 
        EigenVal_dt50wl = tmpE$V1, 
        EigenVal_dt50sed = tmpE$V2                




   write.table(x = recResult, file = output, append = TRUE, quote = FALSE, row.names = FALSE, 







Put  all  information  (true,  initial  and 
fitted values of parameters, including 
95%  confidence  interval,  object 
function and eigen  values of  the  fit) 
in  a  data  frame  and  write  the 
contents of  the data  frame  to a  text 
file 
Close for  loops over nrow(key)  (number of parameter combinations, ndraw, and k  (number of 
combinations with starting values) 
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Figure 23.  Result of data frame recResult  
 
 
Figure 24. Part of the *.csv file to which the information in data frame recResult is written
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3 Grid computing; batch processing for DegT50 tool  
3.1 Step 1 
In this step the input files for the PEST runs are prepared (Annex 4). The input files will be 
generated with TOXSWA for all defined runs for sediment and the water layer as well. The files 
will be numbered starting with 1. The numbering has a fixed format, so the first numbers are 
proceeded with zeros depending on the total run numbers. This means that for 400 run 
numbers the first number will be run001.csv. The files will be stored in a shared folder so the 




  Sediment 
   Run001.csv 
   … 
   Run400.csv 
  Waterlayer 
   Run001.csv 
   … 





3.2 Step 2 
In this step the application for a run with PEST and TOXSWA is described. This application 
directory will be zipped for processing on the grid. 
 




\ results \ DT50overall 
\ hypothetical_observations\sediment\outputLognormal 
  \ hypothetical_observations\sediment\outputTOXSWA 
 
   \ hypothetical_observations\waterlayer\outputLognormal 
  \ hypothetical_observations\waterlayer\outputTOXSWA 
 
   \ PEST 
 
\ templates \ PEST 
\work 
 
The output files of TOXSWA will be generated in the root folder. 
Executables are located in the bin directory. 
Input files for PEST en TOXSWA are located in results\TOXSWA directory. 
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3.3 Step 3 
The final step is the actual run on several grid computers. For this process a script for the 
grid software CONDOR is written to send all the essential files to the grid computers en get 
the final results back (Annex 4). The input file are shipped with a zip file and will be unzipped 
on the grid computers. After the run is completed the output files are zipped again and send 
back to the submit computer (Annex 5). Each zip files is numbered with a unique run number. 
The runs are executed with some modifications to the original Part_2.R script (Annex 6). 
 
 
3.4 Step 4 
In this step (Annex 7) the result files are processed to get a summary file of all the result files 
of the individual result files. This script search all files the numbered zip files from the grid 
computer and extract these to a new output location. The output files in the zip files have a 
numbered file like RecResultXX.csv (XX = run number), see Figure 25. After that all result files 
of PEST (located in the PEST subfolders) are put together to one result file: 
‘RecResultSummary.csv’ The individual results for each draw and start category are located in 
‘startcat1’, ‘startcat 2’ and ‘startcat 3’. 
 
 
Figure 25. Folder structure used for storing the output files 
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Annex 2  Lognormal program in FORTRAN  
Water layer 
! Mechteld ter Horst 
! Goal: Bepalen van random waarden voor c*wat en c*sed,ave op basis van 
! een lognormale distributie. Nodig voor het 'water-sediment paper' 
! De functies uit de volgende module van Jos Boesten zijn in dit programma 
! opgenomen: 2008.09.20 module random numbers.f90 
! function lognormal_av(average,cv) wordt gebruikt. 
! input: average = c*wat of c*sed of t(i) = uitvoer uit TOXSWA 
! CV = 5%; hier als fractie dus 0.05 (verantwoording zie paper). 
! 2 versies: 1 voor de waterlaag en 1 voor het sediment (vanwege verschil 
! in LOD waarde) 
! version 9 Oktober 2009 
!  
! Let op  ongetransformeerde c*wat / c*sed,ave en CV 
! gebruiken als invoer (dus niet de log van...). 









real    :: time, cv, weegfac,cwatini 
real    :: cTOXSWA,LODwat,cTOXSWAprev, HypObsPrev, nobs 
integer :: nmetingen, i,nreplicates, j, k, obstot 
real, allocatable :: HypObs(:), tijd(:) 
nmetingen = 8 
nreplicates = 2 
obstot = nmetingen*nreplicates 
! cwatini in g/m3 (voor weegfactor) 
cwatini = 100E-3 
! LODwat = 0.1 microgram/L 
! LODwat = 0.0001 g/m3 
LODwat = 1.0E-4 
 





! lees header van de 2 inputfiles 
read(11,*) 
read(12,*) 
! schrijf header van de uitvoer file 
write(13, '(a)')   '     t      c_hyp-obs           weegfactor' 
 
 
read (12,*) cv 
 
! lees regel voor regel input.txt en bepaal per regel de random gegenereerde 
! concentratie via trekken uit een log normale verdeling 
! gebruik de functie lognormal_av(average,cv) 
! inlezen ongeformatteerd doen, want format Conc is niet overal gelijk. 
! voor dit paper 8 metingen dus 8x inlezen, lognormal berekenen en wegschrijven 
! eerst aantal observaties (=metingen - metingen waar c=0) bepalen 
! is nodig voor het berekenen van de weegfactor 
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nobs = 0 
do j = 1, nreplicates 
   close(11) 
   OPEN(11,FILE='inputwl.txt',status='unknown') 
   ! lees header van input.txt 
   read(11,*) 
   do i = 1, nmetingen 
      k = k+1 
      read (11, *) time, cTOXSWA 
      tijd(k) = time 
! als cTOXSWA is nul dan HypObs = 0  
   if (cTOXSWA .lt. 1.0E-12) then 
      HypObs(k) = 0.0 
   else 
      HypObs(k) = lognormal_av(cTOXSWA,cv)  
   end if  
 
      if (i .eq. 1) then 
         HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 
      end if 
 
      if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODwat .and. HypObsPrev .gt. LODwat) then 
         HypObs(k) = 0.5*LODwat 
   nobs = nobs + 1 
      else if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODwat .and. HypObsPrev .lt. LODwat) then 
      HypObs(k) = 0.0 
   nobs = nobs 
   else 
      nobs = nobs + 1 
      end if 
   HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 
   end do 
end do 
 
! bepalen weegfactor en wegschrijven 
! let op TOXSWA schrijft uitvoer 7 significant weg. 
! hypothetische metingen moet niet nauwkeuriger zijn dan  
! TOXSWA uitvoer!    
k=0 
do j = 1, nreplicates 
   close(11) 
   do i = 1, nmetingen 
      k = k+1 
   if (i .eq. 1) then 
         HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 
      end if 
      if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODwat .and. HypObsPrev .gt. LODwat) then 
         weegfac = 1.0/((sqrt(nobs))*cwatini) 
      else if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODwat .and. HypObsPrev .lt. LODwat) then 
   weegfac = 0.0 
   else 
      weegfac = 1.0/((sqrt(nobs))*cwatini) 
      end if 
! let op TOXSWA schrijft uitvoer 7 significant weg. 
! hypothetische metingen moet niet nauwkeuriger zijn dan  
! TOXSWA uitvoer!    
 
   write (13, '(f6.1, 2e20.7)') tijd(k), HypObs(k), weegfac  
    
   HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 






end program LogNormal_WS_waterlayer 
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Sediment 
! Mechteld ter Horst 
! Goal: Bepalen van random waarden voor c*wat en c*sed,ave op basis van 
! een lognormale distributie. Nodig voor het 'water-sediment paper' 
! De functies uit de volgende module van Jos Boesten zijn in dit programma 
! opgenomen: 2008.09.20 module random numbers.f90 
! function lognormal_av(average,cv) wordt gebruikt. 
! input: average = c*wat of c*sed of t(i) = uitvoer uit TOXSWA 
! CV = 5%; hier als fractie dus 0.05 (verantwoording zie paper). 
! 2 versies: 1 voor de waterlaag en 1 voor het sediment (vanwege verschil 
! in LOD waarde) 
! version 9 Oktober 2009 
!  
! Let op  ongetransformeerde c*wat / c*sed,ave en CV 
! gebruiken als invoer (dus niet de log van...). 









real    :: time, cv, weegfac, csedHypmax, nobs 
real    :: cTOXSWA,LODsed,cTOXSWAPrev, HypObsPrev 
integer :: nmetingen, i, j, nreplicates,obstot, k 
real, allocatable :: HypObs(:), tijd(:) 
 
nmetingen = 8 
nreplicates = 2 
obstot = nmetingen*nreplicates 
! LODsed =3 microgram/L = 3E-3 g/m3 
LODsed = 3.0E-3 
 





! lees header van de 2 inputfiles 
read(11,*) 
read(12,*) 
! schrijf header van de uitvoer file 
write(13, '(a)')   '     t      c_hyp-obs           weegfactor' 
 
read (12,*) cv 
 
! lees regel voor regel input.txt en bepaal per regel de random gegenereerde 
! concentratie via trekken uit een log normale verdeling 
! gebruik de functie lognormal_av(average,cv) 
! inlezen ongeformatteerd doen, want format Conc is niet overal gelijk. 
! voor dit paper 8 metingen dus 8x inlezen, lognormal berekenen en wegschrijven 
 
! eerst aantal observaties (=metingen - metingen waar c=0) bepalen 
! is nodig voor het berekenen van de weegfactor 






do j = 1, nreplicates 
   close(11) 
   OPEN(11,FILE='inputsed.txt',status='unknown') 
   ! lees header van input.txt 
   read(11,*) 
   do i = 1, nmetingen 
      k = k+1 
      read (11, *) time, cTOXSWA 
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      tijd(k) = time 
! als cTOXSWA is nul dan HypObs = 0  
   if (cTOXSWA .lt. 1.0E-12) then 
      HypObs(k) = 0.0 
   else 
      HypObs(k) = lognormal_av(cTOXSWA,cv)  
   end if  
 
      if (i .eq. 1) then 
         HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 
      end if 
 
      if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODsed .and. HypObsPrev .gt. LODsed) then 
         HypObs(k) = 0.5*LODsed 
   nobs = nobs + 1 
      else if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODsed .and. HypObsPrev .lt. LODsed) then 
      HypObs(k) = 0.0 
   nobs = nobs 
   else 
      nobs = nobs + 1 
      end if 
   HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 
   end do 
end do 
 
! bepalen van csedmax 
k=0 
csedHypmax = 0.0 
do j = 1, nreplicates 
   do i = 1, nmetingen 
      k = k+1 
      if (HypObs(k) .gt. csedHypmax) then 
         csedHypmax = HypObs(k) 
      end if 
   end do 
end do 
 
! bepalen weegfactor en wegschrijven 
! let op TOXSWA schrijft uitvoer 7 significant weg. 
! hypothetische metingen moet niet nauwkeuriger zijn dan  
! TOXSWA uitvoer!   
 
k = 0 
do j = 1, nreplicates 
   do i = 1, nmetingen 
    k = k+1 
      if (i .eq. 1) then 
         HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 
      end if 
 
      if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODsed .and. HypObsPrev .gt. LODsed) then 
         weegfac = 1.0/((sqrt(nobs))*csedHypmax) 
      else if (HypObs(k) .lt. LODsed .and. HypObsPrev .lt. LODsed) then 
         weegfac = 0.0 
      else  
         weegfac = 1.0/((sqrt(nobs))*csedHypmax) 
      end if 
! let op TOXSWA schrijft uitvoer 7 significant weg. 
! hypothetische metingen moet niet nauwkeuriger zijn dan  
! TOXSWA uitvoer! 
   write (13, '(f6.1, 2e20.7)') tijd(k), HypObs(k), weegfac  
    
   HypObsPrev = HypObs(k) 






end program LogNormal_WS_sediment 
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module random numbers 
 
   module random_numbers 
   ! version of 20 Sep 2008 
       




   real function normal(average,sd) 
      ! purpose: generate random numbers of normal distribution 
      ! version: 1.3 
      ! date:    21 Sep 2008 
      !  
      ! tested against analytical cpdf 26 August 2008 
      implicit none 
      real, intent(in) :: average,sd 
      integer idum  
      logical :: first=.true. 
      if (first) then 
         idum=seedgenerator() 
      first=.false. 
      endif 
      normal =  average + sd * gasdev(idum) 




   real function normal_cv(average,cv) 
      ! purpose: generate random numbers of normal distribution 
      ! version: 1.3 
      ! date:    21 Sep 2008 
      !  
      ! note that cv is not a percentage but a fraction of average 
      !  
      implicit none 
      real, intent(in) :: average,cv 
      integer idum  
      logical :: first=.true. 
      if (first) then 
         idum=seedgenerator() 
      first=.false. 
      endif 
      normal_cv =  average *  (  1. + cv * gasdev(idum)  ) 




   real function lognormal(median,sd) 
      ! purpose: generate random numbers of a lognormal distribution 
      ! version: 1.4 
      ! date: 21 Sep 2008 
      ! median  = median of lognormal distribution (so with normal unit) 
      ! sd      = dimensionless standard deviation of lognormal distribution 
      ! tested against the analytical expression of the cpdf on 13 July 2008; 
      ! it is somewhat inconsistent to require the untransformed median as input 
      implicit none 
      real, intent(in) :: median, sd 
      real ln  
      integer idum  
      logical :: first=.true. 
      if (first) then 
         idum=seedgenerator() 
      first=.false. 
      endif 
      ln=log(median)+sd*gasdev(idum) 
      lognormal=exp(ln) 
   end function 
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!============================================================================= 
 
   real function lognormal_av(average,cv) 
      ! purpose: generate random numbers of a lognormal distribution based on  
      !          average and CV of untransformed variable 
      ! version: 1.3 
      ! date: 21 Sep 2008 
      ! average  = average of lognormal distribution (in normal units) 
      ! cv       = cv of lognormal distribution (dimensionless, expressed as a 
fraction of 
      !            the average  
      implicit none 
      real, intent(in) :: average, cv 
      real x, median, sd 
      x=1+cv**2 
      ! the standard equation for median is logarithm of the expression in next 
line; 
      ! here we need however, untransformed median because function 'lognormal' 
needs 
      ! the untransformed median as input 
      ! tested on 20 August 2008: generated correct average for cv=1.1 
      median=average/sqrt(x) 
      sd=sqrt(log(x)) 
      lognormal_av=lognormal(median,sd) 
   end function 
 
!============================================================================== 
    
   real function uni(mini,maxi) 
      real mini,maxi 
      integer idum  
      logical :: first=.true. 
      if (first) then 
         idum=seedgenerator() 
      first=.false. 
      endif 
      uni = mini + (maxi-mini) * ran1(idum) 




   integer function seedgenerator() 
      implicit none 
      integer ihour,imin,isec,i100th 
      call gettim(ihour,imin,isec,i100th) 
      seedgenerator=-1.*(ihour+1)*(imin+1)*(isec+1)*(i100th+1)-3457. 




      real FUNCTION GASDEV(IDUM) 
      DATA ISET/0/ 
      IF (ISET.EQ.0) THEN 
1       V1=2.*RAN1(IDUM)-1. 
        V2=2.*RAN1(IDUM)-1. 
        R=V1**2+V2**2 
        IF(R.GE.1.)GO TO 1 
        FAC=SQRT(-2.*LOG(R)/R) 
        GSET=V1*FAC 
        GASDEV=V2*FAC 
        ISET=1 
      ELSE 
        GASDEV=GSET 
        ISET=0 
      ENDIF 
      RETURN 




      real FUNCTION RAN1(IDUM) 
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      DIMENSION R(97) 
      PARAMETER (M1=259200,IA1=7141,IC1=54773,RM1=3.8580247E-6) 
      PARAMETER (M2=134456,IA2=8121,IC2=28411,RM2=7.4373773E-6) 
      PARAMETER (M3=243000,IA3=4561,IC3=51349) 
      DATA IFF /0/ 
      IF (IDUM.LT.0.OR.IFF.EQ.0) THEN 
        IFF=1 
        IX1=MOD(IC1-IDUM,M1) 
        IX1=MOD(IA1*IX1+IC1,M1) 
        IX2=MOD(IX1,M2) 
        IX1=MOD(IA1*IX1+IC1,M1) 
        IX3=MOD(IX1,M3) 
        DO 11 J=1,97 
          IX1=MOD(IA1*IX1+IC1,M1) 
          IX2=MOD(IA2*IX2+IC2,M2) 
          R(J)=(FLOAT(IX1)+FLOAT(IX2)*RM2)*RM1 
11      CONTINUE 
        IDUM=1 
      ENDIF 
      IX1=MOD(IA1*IX1+IC1,M1) 
      IX2=MOD(IA2*IX2+IC2,M2) 
      IX3=MOD(IA3*IX3+IC3,M3) 
      J=1+(97*IX3)/M3 
      IF(J.GT.97.OR.J.LT.1)PAUSE 
      RAN1=R(J) 
      R(J)=(FLOAT(IX1)+FLOAT(IX2)*RM2)*RM1 
      RETURN 
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Annex 3  Template of Fit_TOXSWA.pst 
Items between ‘< >’ are substituted by numbers (of initial values, hypothetical observations or 
weight factors) by the R-script. 
 
pcf 
* control data 
restart estimation 
2 32 1 0 2 
1 4 single point 1 0 0 
5.0 2.0 0.4 0.03 10 
3.0 3.0 0.001 
0.1 
30 0.001 5 3 0.01 3 
1 1 1 
* group definitions and derivative data 
Dt50   relative  0.01  0.00001  always_3   2.0 best_fit 
* parameter data 
dt50wl    none  relative  <DT50wl>     0.1    1000.0   Dt50     1.00  0.00 1 
dt50sed   none  relative  <DT50sed>    0.1    1000.0   Dt50     1.00  0.00 1 
* observation groups 
group_1 
group_2 
* observation data 
obs1        <obs1>       <WwlNew1>     group_1   
obs2        <obs2>  <WwlNew2>     group_1   
obs3        <obs3>  <WwlNew3>     group_1   
obs4        <obs4>  <WwlNew4>     group_1   
obs5        <obs5>  <WwlNew5>     group_1   
obs6        <obs6>  <WwlNew6>     group_1   
obs7        <obs7>  <WwlNew7>     group_1   
obs8        <obs8>  <WwlNew8>     group_1 
obs9        <obs9>        <WwlNew9>     group_1 
obs10       <obs10>           <WwlNew10>    group_1 
obs11       <obs11>           <WwlNew11>    group_1 
obs12       <obs12>           <WwlNew12>    group_1 
obs13       <obs13>           <WwlNew13>    group_1 
obs14       <obs14>           <WwlNew14>    group_1 
obs15       <obs15>           <WwlNew15>    group_1 
obs16       <obs16>           <WwlNew16>    group_1 
obs17       <obs17>  <WsedNew1>    group_2 
obs18       <obs18>  <WsedNew2>    group_2 
obs19       <obs19>  <WsedNew3>    group_2 
obs20       <obs20>  <WsedNew4>    group_2 
obs21       <obs21>  <WsedNew5>    group_2 
obs22       <obs22>  <WsedNew6>    group_2 
obs23       <obs23>  <WsedNew7>    group_2 
obs24       <obs24>  <WsedNew8>    group_2   
obs25       <obs25>  <WsedNew9>    group_2 
obs26       <obs26>  <WsedNew10>   group_2 
obs27       <obs27>  <WsedNew11>   group_2 
obs28       <obs28>  <WsedNew12>   group_2   
obs29       <obs29>  <WsedNew13>   group_2   
obs30       <obs30>  <WsedNew14>   group_2   
obs31       <obs31>  <WsedNew15>   group_2    
obs32       <obs32>  <WsedNew16>   group_2   
* model command line                 
RUN_TOXSWA.BAT 
* model input/output 
400000007.tpl  400000007.txw 
readoutp1.ins  400000007.cwa 
readoutp2.ins  400000007.cwa 
readoutp3.ins  400000007.cs1 
readoutp4.ins  400000007.cs1 
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Annex 4  Submitting a job with _rstart.sub 




# submitfile for distributed gridcomputing by Condor 
 
executable = Rstart.cmd  
 
universe = vanilla 
output = RStart.out 
#output = RStart$(Process).out 
error = RStart$(Process).error 
log = RStart$(Process).log 
 
# werkt vanaf Condor versie 7.3 
#cron_hour = 0-5,19-23 
 
should_transfer_files = YES 
when_to_transfer_output = ON_EXIT_OR_EVICT 
 
 
requirements = (Arch == "INTEL" && OpSys == "WINNT50") || \ 
               (Arch == "INTEL" && OpSys == "WINNT51") || \ 
               (Arch == "INTEL" && OpSys == "WINNT52") && \ 
               (Disk >= 20000) && \ 
               ((Memory * 1024) >= ImageSize) && \ 
               (HasFileTransfer) 
 
 
rank = MIPS 
 
arguments = $(Process), KOM1, WSSystem1 
# Tranfer the Inputfiles 
 
transfer_input_files = ..\..\..\zip.exe, ..\..\..\unzip.exe,  
..\Part_2.R, ..\inversemodellingKOM1WSSystem1.zip 
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Annex 5  Command file _rstart.cmd 
Paramaters coming from _rstart.sub (appendix 1): 
%1 = JobNr 
%2 = KOM1 




rem Start script for distributed computing 
 
rem Start argument is the RunNumber processed through the Condor 
process 
 
rem set share open for condor 
net use \\scomp1081\condor_job$ /user:anonymous 
 
rem Logging the computername of this run 
rem set computername >%computername%_%1.log 
 
rem Unzip the RunFiles 
 
unzip -o inversemodelling%2%3.zip 
 
dir *.* /s 
 
rem opstarten Rscript 
rem par1=runnr, par2=KOMdir (KOM1), par3 = WSdir (WS1) 
"\\scomp1081\condor_job$\R\R-2.9.1\bin\Rscript" --no-restore --no-
save Part_2.R %1 %2 %3 
 
rem dir *.* /s > dir.log 
 
rem Zip all files for this process with a unique Filename 
zip  -r RBatchOutput_%1.zip  results\*.* -x *.exe 
 
rem remove garbage from the root so that is not being copied to 
the submitter 
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Annex 6  Modified R-script (in bold) for grid computing 
Note that the entire R-script is not given. All code indicated in bold is added to the R-script, so 
this script was used for grid computing. 
 
## load packages 
library(mvbutils) # nodig voor readLines.mvb 
 
 




## Input parameter: RunNumber [char] 
 
## load packages 
library(mvbutils) # nodig voor readLines.mvb 
 
## arguments = number of inputfiles 
Args = commandArgs(trailingOnly = TRUE) 
 
#Teller als parameter voor besturing programma 
TxtNr <- Args[1] 
#Directory voor lezen van juiste files per Run 
FDir  <- Args[2] 
#Directory voor lezen van WS1 of SW2 
FWSDir  <- Args[3] 
 
#Jobnr kan hier worden verhoogd 
#Standaard begint Jobnr met 0 dus eerste runnr = jobnr + 1 
Teller <- as.numeric(TxtNr)+1 
 
#inlezen file met Teller en DrawNr 
JobTeller <- read.csv(file="//scomp1081/condor_job$/groen033/JobTeller400-25.csv") 
 
# i als RunNr, j = DrawNr 
i <- JobTeller$RunNr[Teller] 
j <- JobTeller$DrawNr[Teller] 
 
# standaard functie: write parameters in `pars' to a connection 
writeInputFile <- 





run <- data.frame(filename = 1:nrow(tmp), tmp) 
run$filename <- paste("run", formatC(run$filename, width = 
max(nchar(run$filename)), flag = "0"), ".txt", sep = "") 
 
# Tel aantal scenarios 
ZeroCount <- nrow(tmp)  
 
# Pas lengte runnummer aan aan het max. aantal runnummers: max<100 = 01 .. 99 
if ( ZeroCount < 10 )  
FNaam <- paste("run", i, ".csv", sep="") else  
 if ( ZeroCount < 100 ) 
  if (i < 10)  
    FNaam <- paste("run0", i, ".csv", sep="") else 
    FNaam <- paste("run", i, ".csv", sep="") else 
 if ( ZeroCount < 1000 ) 
  if (i < 10)  
    FNaam <- paste("run00", i, ".csv", sep="") else 
    if (i < 100) 
     FNaam <- paste("run0", i, ".csv", sep="") else 
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     FNaam <- paste("run", i, ".csv", sep="") else 
 if ( ZeroCount < 10000 ) 
  if (i < 10)  
    FNaam <- paste("run000", i, ".csv", sep="") else 
    if (i < 100) 
     FNaam <- paste("run00", i, ".csv", sep="") else 
     if (i < 1000) 
      FNaam <- paste("run0", i, ".csv", sep="") 
else 
      FNaam <- paste("run", i, ".csv", sep="") 





#------------TOXSWA berekeningen zijn al gedaan in Part_1------------------------- 
 
# read time of 'measurements' 





          
# specificeer het aantal trekkingen op zo'n manier dat je ndraw entries krijgt 
Ndraws = 25 
ndraws <- data.frame(filenameNdraw = 1:25) 
ndraws$filenameNdraw <- paste("draw", formatC(ndraws$filenameNdraw, width = 
max(nchar(ndraws$filenameNdraw)), flag = "0"), sep = "")  
        
#voor gridcomputing uitgeschakeld; i wordt ingelezen 
#for(i in 1:nrow(key)){           
 
# bepalen van de hypothetical data set with the true concentrations 
#-------------waterlaag ----------------------------- 
# 1. mergen van uitvoer toxswa met time.csv 
#    result1 <- read.csv(file = paste("../results/TOXSWA/waterlayer/", 
key$filename[i], sep = ""), as.is = TRUE) 
# voor gridcomputing lezen vanaf share 
result1 <- read.csv(file = paste("//scomp1081/condor_job$/groen033/", FDir, "/", 
FWSDir, "/waterlayer/", FNaam, sep = ""), as.is = TRUE) 
 





# 1. mergen van uitvoer toxswa met time.csv 
#    result2 <- read.csv(file = paste("../results/TOXSWA/sediment/", 
key$filename[i], sep = ""), as.is = TRUE) 
# voor gridcomputing lezen vanaf share 
result2 <- read.csv(file = 
paste("//scomp1081/condor_job$/groen033/",FDir,"/",FWSDir,"/sediment/",FNaam,sep = 
""), as.is = TRUE) 
 




.    
 
# bepalen van de weegfactoren gebeurd in het logNormal programma 
 
# loop over het aantal trekkingen 
 




# 2. LogNormal fortran programma aanroepen. inputwl.txt is invoer voor dit 
programma   




     
#------------sediment------------------------------------------  
 
# 2. LogNormal fortran programma aanroepen. ../LogNormal/sediment/input.txt is 




#----------DT50 overall----------------------------------------     
#2. Berekenen van de overall DT50 uit de hypothetische dataset!!! 




     
#b. bepalen van tsedmax van hypothetische dataset met average concentrations 




# c. berekenen van massa's in wl en sed op t =100 d en t= op moment dat je max 
# sediment conc. hebt.    
. 
. 
.   
# d. berekenen van ktot volgens m = m0 e^(-ktot*t) en t = t100d - tb 
# tb =  breakpoint (time at which decline starts)     










   
# loop over het aantal startwaarden combinaties 






if (ini_dt50sed > 1000) 
    ini_dt50sed <- 1000      
#--------Pest files aanpassen-------------------  
 
# copy all templates to directory work 
files <- list.files(path = "../templates/PEST", full.names = TRUE) 
file.copy(from = files, to = ".", overwrite = TRUE) 
 
# read template(s) 
 
Template_tpl <- readLines(con = "400000007.tpl") 
 
# aanpassen van de pst file 
. 
. 
.     pst <- list( 
         DT50wl = formatC(ini_dt50wl, format = "f"), 
         DT50sed = formatC(ini_dt50sed, format = "f"), 
         WwlNew1 = formatC(tmp3$WwlNew[1],digits=3, format = "e"),    
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         obs31 = formatC(tmp4$ConcSedNew[15],digits=3, format = "e"), 
         obs32 = formatC(tmp4$ConcSedNew[16],digits=3, format = "e")  
                  
    ) 
# read template(s) 
 
Template_pst <- readLines(con = "FIT_TOXSWA.pst") 
 
writeInputFile(pars = pst, template = Template_pst,  con = "FIT_TOXSWA.pst") 
 
# PEST runnen 
# PEST runnen vanuit R gaat alleen als je in de batch file RunPest.bat 
# Letop ! show.output.on.console altijd op FALSE zetten, want anders werkt het 
niet! 
   system(command = "runpest.bat", wait = TRUE, show.output.on.console = FALSE, 
invisible = FALSE) 
 
#    system(command = "pest.exe FIT_TOXSWA.pst", show.output.on.console = FALSE, 
invisible = TRUE) 
 
# benodigde uitvoer uit FIT_TOXSWA.rec halen en wegschrijven naar een csv bestand  
recFile <- file("FIT_TOXSWA.rec", "r") 





#-per run is nu alle pest invoer en uitvoer gemaakt en weggeschreven naar een 
aparte folder- 
# de loop over nrows in key.csv kan nu worden afgesloten 
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Annex 7  Post processing zip files using a Python script 
 
# Postprocessing 
# Step 1: After the zipfiles come back from the gridcomputers, the files of all 
processes have to be unzipped 
# Step 2: Make summary of outputfile RecResult and ObjectFunctionResult 
 
import os, zipfile, sys 
 
KOMvar = ["KOM=1","KOM=10","KOM=100","KOM=1000","KOM=10000","KOM=100000"] 
WSvar = ["WSsystem1","WSsystem2"] 
 
Scenario = "step1_B8" 
TotalJobs = 10000 
 
InputDrive = "//scomp1082/Condor_Data$/groen033/"  
OutputDrive = "//nesg0101/era$/gridruns/watersedimentstudy/" 
 
def step1(): 
    for komvar in KOMvar: 
        for wsvar in WSvar: 
            if not os.path.exists(OutputDrive+Scenario+"/"+komvar+"/"+wsvar): 
                os.makedirs(OutputDrive+Scenario+"/"+komvar+"/"+wsvar) 
                 
            fullpathToZip = InputDrive+komvar+"/"+wsvar+"/" 
            #destinationPath = "E:/temp/wstudy/"+KOMvar+"/"+WSvar+"/" 
            destinationPath = OutputDrive+Scenario+"/"+komvar+"/"+wsvar+"/" 
            #err_file = destinationPath + "zip.err" 
            err_file = destinationPath+Scenario+"zip.err" 
            outp = open (err_file, "w") 
 
            for nummer in range (0,TotalJobs): 
                Zipfile = "/RBatchOutput_" + str(nummer) + ".zip" 
 
                sourceZip = zipfile.ZipFile(fullpathToZip + Zipfile, 'r') 
                if  os.path.exists(fullpathToZip + Zipfile ) : 
                    sourceZip = zipfile.ZipFile(fullpathToZip + Zipfile, 'r') 
                    print sourceZip.filename 
                    print nummer 
                    for name in sourceZip.namelist(): 
         if ( (name.find('RecResult.csv')!= -1 ) or      
              (name.find('objectfunction.txt')!=-1 ) or \ 
                             (name.find('FIT_TOXSWA.rec')!=-1 ) ): 
                                  sourceZip.extract(name, destinationPath+'/'+ 
str(nummer) ) 
 
                    sourceZip.close()  
 
                else: 
                    print sourceZip.filename + " does not exist" 
                    outp.write ( sourceZip.filename + " does not exist " + "\n") 
  
            outp.close() 
 
def step2(): 
    # Write header once for 2 outputfiles 
    WriteOnce1 = True 
    WriteOnce2 = True 
     
    for komvar in KOMvar: 
        for wsvar in WSvar: 
            sourcePath =  OutputDrive+ Scenario + "/" + komvar + "/" + wsvar + "/" 
            destinationPath = OutputDrive+Scenario+"/results/"  
            if not os.path.exists( OutputDrive+Scenario+"/results"): 
                os.makedirs(OutputDrive+Scenario+"/results") 
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            ObjectOutputFile = open (destinationPath + "ObjectFunctionResults"+ 
komvar + wsvar + ".txt", "w") 
            ObjectOutputFile.write('') 
            ObjectOutputFile.close() 
            ObjectOutputFile = open (destinationPath + "ObjectFunctionResults"+ 
komvar + wsvar + ".txt", "a") 
 
            RecResultOutputFile = open (destinationPath + "RecResult"+ komvar + 
wsvar + ".csv", "w") 
            RecResultOutputFile.write('') 
            RecResultOutputFile.close() 
            RecResultOutputFile = open (destinationPath + "RecResult"+ komvar + 
wsvar + ".csv", "a") 
 
            for nummer in range (0,TotalJobs): 
                foldername = sourcePath + str(nummer) +  '/results/PEST/' 
                print foldername 
     
                InputFile = open (foldername + 'objectfunction.txt', 'r') 
                for regel in InputFile.readlines (): 
                    if (regel[0:8] <> 'filename') or WriteOnce1: 
                        ObjectOutputFile.write(regel) 
                        WriteOnce1 = False 
                InputFile.close() 
 
                InputFile = open (foldername + 'RecResult.csv', 'r') 
                for regel in InputFile.readlines (): 
                   if (regel[0:8] <> 'filename') or WriteOnce2: 
                       RecResultOutputFile.write(regel) 
                       WriteOnce2 = False 
                InputFile.close() 
     
            ObjectOutputFile.close() 
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Verschenen documenten in de reeks Werkdocumenten van de Wettelijke Onderzoekstaken 
Natuur & Milieu vanaf 2007 
 
Werkdocumenten zijn verkrijgbaar bij het secretariaat van Unit Wettelijke Onderzoekstaken Natuur & Milieu, te 
Wageningen. T 0317 – 48 54 71; F 0317 – 41 90 00; E info.wnm@wur.nl 
De werkdocumenten zijn ook te downloaden via de WOt-website www.wotnatuurenmilieu.wur.nl 
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Mestbeleid en Bodemvruchtbaarheid in de Duin- en 
Bollenstreek 
48 Kruit, J. & I.E. Salverda. Spiegeltje, spiegeltje aan de 
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cultuur? 
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